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Finding the Tengu

Introduction

On the way to a holy man the party is asked for help in retrieving a child
kidnapped by a bird daemon, a tengu. The demon is a tough opponent for
low-level characters. The party is also pulled into the conflict between two kitsune
brothers, either of which could help them confront the tengu. A choice needs to be
made.

The group is travelling to the Gassan shrine in the far east of Sairyuukoe
province, looking for a famous sennin (a mountain hermit) called
YAMAKAGE Motohisa. They’re travelling up to one of the sources of the
Kako river. Soon, they’ll arrive at the last human settlement for a good night’s
rest before climbing the mountain: Nikko by the Chuzenji lake.

In the early afternoon they see a raft drifting downstream with flower offerings
and incense sticks as well as two little dolls.

The Village

How the party reaches the last settlement at the foot of the mountain and hears of
a kidnapping.
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The village has a little wharf with three boats used by fishermen. Behind the
village is a small lake fed by three streams, the black, white, and purple Kako.
The village itself is defended by the a stream coming down from Gassan
mountain, little Yukawa. It flows around the southern edge of the village,
forming a natural barrier. A frail bridge leads across the Yukawa into Nikko
itself. At the right side before crossing the bringe, there’s a shrine to the river
god Kawa-no-kami.

In all, the village consists of about ten houses housing about thirty males able to
bear arms plus wives and children. There’s a simple teahouse with two rooms
on the upper floor and a raised corner for richer clients. At night, there will
always be at least five or six men at the teahouse, drinking, talking, and
gambling.

Every villager will know about the Gassan shrine up on the mountain and
about the sennin YAMAKAGE Motohisa living there. If asked about the
origins of YAMAKAGE, the villagers will know nothing except that he arrived
as an ordinary human during the lifetime of their grandparents and lived the
life of a mountain hermit, seemingly impervious to the effects of time, and by
now he seems to have turned into a spirit. The villagers only go to pray up there
in the hours of their greatest plight, and if the sennin answered their prayers, it
was always to save lives. This year there has been no need for the pilgrimage to
the sennin.

Distances:

From Nikko to the Ryuzu fall: 2h
Climbing up to the Yunoko valley: 2h
Walking to the end of the Yunoko valley: 2h
Ascent up to the Gassan shrine: ½h
(Ascent up to the tengu lair: 1h)

The Dead Child

KAWA Nobuyuki’s daughter has been kidnapped by a tengu (bird demon) the
day before the arrival of the party while he was having a pic-nic by the
fabulous Ryuzu falls about two hours by foot along little Yukawa from here.
The tengu jumped or teleported from a big tree, snatched the youngest child,
and ran or jumped up the Iroha trail. The child is certainly dead by now, eaten
by the birdmen, and that’s why KAWA has ordered a spirit burial at the Kawa
No Kami Shrine.

The little raft with the two dolls was the final offering for his daughter, KAWA
Ayane.

Kawa No Kami Shrine

Kawa No Kami is the name of the the patron kami of Sairyuukoe, the god of
rivers. In the old days, human sacrifice was offered to appease him during a
flood or drought. But not any more.
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Steps lead into the waters of the waters of little Yukawa. This is where rafts
with offerings are launched, where travelers pray for safe passage and
protection, and where fishermen pray for a bountiful return.

PR 2: Open shed, small altar, wooden statue, incense and candles burning,
food and drink offerings. Meditating here will heal your wounds at 3 HP/h
among other things as described in “Shrine Uses” in the Kitsunemori book, if
you can tap into the shrine: Check Know+WILL vs. DC 19.

Ryuzu Shrine

At the foot of the waterfall is a wonderful place for picnic. There’s a little
shrine here, dedicated to the Kami of the waterfall.

This is where the child was kidnapped, but there are no clues to be found here.

PR 1: One of the boulders by the waterfal is decorated with flower wreathes
and ceremonial ribbons.

Kappa

To liven up the session, and cut down discussion have them fight a kappa
(turtle demon) before reaching the village or before reaching the waterfall.

The forest has many small streams coming down from the mountain and
joining the Kako river (before reaching the village) or little Yukawa (after
leaving the village). Often small bridges cross these nameless streams. The
Kappa love to bring them down. Let the party surprise one of the Kappa trying
to destroy the bridge using its rotting touch.

These turtle demons believe that humans are encroaching on the rivers, lakes,
and swamps that are rightfully theirs. Surprised, the kappa will attack furiously,
trying to take down as many humans as possible before escaping into the water.

HP 4d6+15, AC 17, Atk claw +4 (2d4+2 and save Phys+DEX vs. the attack
roll or be stunned for 1d4 rounds; alternatively, no damage and save
Phys+STR vs. DC 15 or be slowed for seven rounds). CR 3½.

Hooks for Future Sessions:

Later that same day, a group of Kouken-agensuto-Zaigou arrive. They
are the Guardians against Sin, a branch of the province’s Jingikan
(Office of Deities). They find the daughter of SATOH flirting and order
a public beating for the next day. SATOH Arisa is taken into custody.
(TWIST: This punishment is over the top and due to SATOH Haruke’s
enemy ANDO Yoshida in Hakone, the next village. ANDO has relatives
in the Jingikan to help him. During the night, she will escape from her
captors with the help of the Sohei MOTOORI Tanzan who takes her
north to the big Sohei Temple Fortress in the Toryama mountains.)

Kappa have attacked the fishermen and killed one of them. It turns out
that there is not enough of Hideo’s Poultice to go around for all three
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fishing boats anymore. Get message to the Hakone constable to ask for
more. (TWIST: The richo of Hakone turns out to be corrupt, however,
selling part of the Poultice to loggers.)

The Mountain

How the party gets involved in the conflicts of mountain denizens tries to figure
out how to save the child against impossible odds.

Up the steep Iroha trail, winding itself up along the Ryuzu fall. The ascent takes
a few hours. Birds of prey circle up in skies and their cries are swept the rock
walls by the cold wind.

At the top, the valley widens. Lake Yunoko glitters as your eyes sweep the
gnarled mountain forest and the cliffs rising behind it. Actually, with
exceptionally sharp eyesight, it would be possible to see the tengu lair from
here, if you knew where to look. With the necessary expertise, it would be
possible to discover the hidden trail leading up to it on the far side of the
valley.

Myobu Shrine

The shrine consists of a huge rock wheel looking like a giant’s millstone.
There’s a hole in the middle of the rock about as large as a grown man’s leg. At
the bottom of the hole rain water has collected and is kept in a shade by the
cold rock. A gnarled tree grows at the back of the big stone with twisted roots
holding on to the rock.

This is where the Kitsune Umisachihiko lives. He loves to fish and can
sometimes be seen out on the lake sitting on his little boat or sitting in the shade
under his tree, looking out on to the water.

Polluting the water in the rock will anger the myobu. The water has no magical
properties, but the bottom of the hole is a crossing big enough for a fox to dive
through into Umisachihiko’s spirit realm.

Making an offering at the shrine will summon Umisachihiko. If the party is
attacked on the valley floor, Umisachihiko will feel compelled to help using
illusion fox magic (moving and talking images of warriors or beasts, for
example).

Umisachihiko

Umisachihiko is a well known protector of these eastern mountains. He favors
mountain lakes above all.

He lives in the little shrine realm belonging to the Yukawa No Kami. He has
been granted this favor in return for his services in securing the valley and its
surrounding mountains as well as the forest at the foot of the Ryuzu fall.
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Umisachihiko is a weaver of dreams, not a master of weapons. He’ll lead your
foes astray and grant you visions to guide you down the right path. When
Umisachihiko is around, the fountains speak and the waterfall dragons dance,
singing his praise.

Mage 9, hp 38, STR 10, DEX 15/+2, MIND 20/+5, Phys +9, Sub +12,
Know +12, Comm +9, AC 13, Atk +9 melee (1d4 war fan) or +11 ranged
(1d4 sling) or +14 ranged (1d6+3 yumi+3) or +14 magic. Prestige: 26.
Treasure: Greater Dispel Magic Scroll, Clear Ioun Stone (user requires either
food nor water), black pearl (300gp), ring of protection +1, 3pp, 45gp.

Spells (enchantment and illusion max level 5; fox magic max level 8 twice per
day): Sleep (9 minutes vs. 4 HD, level 1), Suggestion (9h, level 3), Invisibility (9
minutes, level 2), Dream (level 5), Illusions (up to illusions that deal 50% real
damage at level 5).

Umisachihiko is no friend of the Kappas living in the swamps and lakes of the
flatlands, but they are easy to avoid up in the mountains where he loves to
linger, and they are no enemies of Yukawa No Kami, thus there is little reason
to intercede unless the conflict in the village threatens to escalate.

Conversation

Favorably impressed, the Kitsune will reveal the trail to the tengu lair. If asked,
Umisachihiko will not come along. He believes tengus to be arrogant and
dangerous. Going there would be foolish.

If asked about any recent events involving tengu, Umisachihiko will reveal that
there used to be two tengus, but one of them was ambushed and killed by kijo
(hill giants) about two weeks ago.

If the party announces their intention to move further upstream, and if he is
favorably impressed by the party, he’ll warn them of the kijo and his brother.

If pressed, he’ll explain that his brother stole a heirloom rightfully his and is
trying to get away with it. Umisachihiko is preventing Yamasachihiko and his
kijo friends from leaving the vallue using traps and illusions, trying to retrieve
what is his.

The stolen heirloom is his father’s magical yumi. While the yumi is gone,
Umisachihiko will use a sling for ranged combat. It is not easy for a human to
understand the source of the conflict. The exact story is long and confusing.
You had to be there. It involves power struggles and courtisanes, inheritance
and expensive wagers in a spirit realm in the north, far removed from human
settlements.

When asked about the origin of the kijo, he’ll say that they were probably
recruited by his brother at the court of kijo king Ushiro-o.

Hooks for Future Sessions:

Should the party manage to steal the bow from either Umisachihiko or
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Yamasachihiko, they will unite their efforts in pursuit of the party.

Should the party try hard to find a peaceful solution, they might discover
a way out of the dilemma. This would probably involve a joint mission
to a kitsune court – a spirit realm attached to a major temple where the
bow could be presented to a powerful queen, saving face for all
involved. The presents received in exchange would surely reward the
two brothers for their toil. The fairy queen Aritasu of the Tsukuyomi
shrine in the Cold Moon valley would be a suitable recipient of such a
valuable gift (more than 18’000 gp, after all). (TWIST: The Cold Moon
valley is a dangerous place to find for humans with a cunning kumo in
the haunted guesthouse at its entrance seducing and destroying men of all
ages.)

Umisachihiko’s Spirit Realm

There are various crossings connected to his spirit realm with different
conditions attached to them: The water-filled fox-hole in the shrine’s millstone
limits entry to fox-sized creatures that Umisachihiko allows to pass, a place to
swim through out in the lake limits entry to creatures travelling in a boat, a
crack between two boulders about six feet above the ground limits entry to
people knowing to climb.

The size of the spirit realm is a cube with sides about 200ft long, filled with the
sound of water dripping in hidden caves, little waterfalls cascading down cliffs,
lazy waves lapping at pebble beaches. Basically it consists of steep cliffs rising
from a small lake. Near the top of the cliffs is a wonderful two-storied wooden
house with paper walls, a big patio, and a small path leading up to the big
sunstone where Umisachihiko loves to rest as the sun slowly sets.

Last Bridge

This bridge is in total disrepair. Be careful!

Should the bridge collapse, check Phys+STR vs. 7 to see whether you are
swept away. If you are, you will drown without anybody helping you.

This bridge can be used as a trap against a kijo. A kijo will not step onto the
bridge if anybody else is nearby threatening to destabilize the bridge. Any
indirect mechanism such as magic, ropes, or prior destabilizing using an axe
will go unnoticed. A wet kijo will most likely retreat home to its lair, if it can.

Behind the bridge are some big boulders, and amidst those boulders is the kijo
lookout’s lair. Should the kijo spot them, he’ll bellow, warning the rest of the
pack and alerting the tengu to the new arrivals.

HD 4d8+12, AC 16, Atk +9 melee (1d8+9 slam). The kijo don’t like to fight.
Their roar will stun anybody standing nearby for a round. Save Level+WILL
vs. 15 to resist. CR 3½. No treasure.

Kijo Lair
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At the foot of Gassan mountain, Yamasachihiko has erected his base camp. He
lives here together with three kijo. These three are looking for Umisachihiko
and usually not present. A fourth kijo acts as a lookout.

HD 4d8+12, AC 16, Atk +9 melee (1d8+9 slam). The kijo don’t like to fight.
Their roar will stun anybody standing nearby for a round. Save Level+WILL
vs. 15 to resist. CR 3½. Defeating all kijo or sending them home is worth 6
EL. Treasure: 100 gp.

Usually Yamasachihiko will be nearby, hidden if possible, and shoot at
attackers using his bow. The lair lies between various boulders and has one
obvious access. This access is trapped with a Glyph of Warding doing 4d8+7
points of damage, should the party ignore the warning roars of the kijo.

Yamasachihiko

Yamasachihiko is known by some to have tricked many an unwary traveller
into the darkest corners of the great forest. He loves to use his magic yumi +3
when fighting and will use its power to keep the party at a distance if necessary.

Cleric 7, hp 40, STR 16/+3, DEX 14/+2, MIND 11/+2, Phys +7, Sub +10,
Know +10, Comm +7, AC 12, Atk +10 melee (1d10+6 two-handed naginata)
or +12 ranged (1d6+8 yumi +3) or +8 magic. Prestige: 18/+4. Treasure:
Chain mail +2 glamered to look like an ordinary vest (7000gp), jade figure
(120gp), gold bracelet (60gp), 3pp, 50gp, diamond dust for another glyph of
warding (200gp).

Favored spells (Trickery domain): Disguise Self (7 minutes, level 1), Bull
Strength (STR +4 for 7 rounds, level 2), Invisibility (7 minutes, level 2),
Confusion (7 minutes, level 4), Glyph of Warding (each glyph costs 200gp,
level 3), Cure or Inflict Wounds (1d8 per spell level + 7).

If not favorably impressed, the kitsune makes haste to send the kijos after the
party, and in a fight, he will use the magic bow to smite his enemies.

Hooks for Future Sessions:

It is said that king Ushiro-o guards great riches in his hall under the
mountain. How the kijo managed to rule his court and how he manages
to control the kijo sends out to despoil the valley, no one knows.
Yamasachihiko would say that tricking the poor fool out of his treasure
should be phenomenally easy for any human with the guts to try it.
(TWIST: He would never mention his suspicion that Ushiro-o’s court is
in fact controlled by an Amanojaku.)

Sennin Abode

The sennin living on Gassan mountain is called YAMAKAGE Motohisa.

He knows all denizens of the Yamakage valley. He will tell the party where the
child is, and that a Tengu is guarding it. He won’t help in a fight, however. He
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will heal wounds of people below half their hit points.

Getting here allows you to gain prestige. Check 1d20 + Prestige modifier vs.
your current prestige in order to gain a point.

Tengu Lair

The ascent to the lair is protected by a trap. It awaits explorers who climb the
hidden ladder behind lake Yunoko without carefully examining it for traps
(Sub+MIND vs. DC 15).

At the end of the ladder is a stepping stone connected via a rope to a container
filled with boulders that will rain down on the person that triggered the trap and
everybody else on the ladder for 1d6 damage. Try to evade for half damage
(Phys+DEX vs. DC 15). If the evasion failed, check if you can hold on to the
ladder (Phys+STR vs. DC 10 or fall down). Damage take depends on where
you are on the ladder: The two first explorers fall from higher up and take 2d6
damage, the next two only take 1d6 damage, everybody else is safe. When
falling, attempt a tumble for half damage (Phys+DEX vs. DC 15).

The rest of the ascent is a narrow path weaving its way up between the cliffs of
these eastern mountains. Don’t look down!

The lair itself is a well tended wooden house. This is where the second trap
awaits explorers. Opening the sliding front door will release a crossbow trap
shooting at the person opening the door for 1d6 damage unless detected
(Sub+MIND vs. DC 15) and disarmed (Sub+DEX vs. DC 15). Evade the bolt
for half damage (Phys+DEX vs. DC 15). The bolt is not poisoned. It is
possible to force your way into the house via the windows, for example.

The view from up here is astounding. You can see all the way to Nikko and
follow the Kako river down to Hakone, the next village.

Inside the Tengu Lair

Paper screens separate the interior into various rooms with space for about four
people to live together in comfort. There’s a big hearth in the middle. Beneath
one of the floorboards is hidden hoard of about 60’000 cp. There’s a
mousetrap down there for the unwary doing 1 point of damage if undetected
(Sub+DEX vs. 15).

One of the living room walls has the stand for the tengu’s sword, some
calligraphy on the wall, and a little altar. On that altar there’s a jade scroll
container sealed with the seal of YAMAKAGE Motohisa, a famous hermit
onmyouji living in a secret lair somewhere in Sairyuukoe province.

Tengu

The tengu is proud, arrogant, and master with his blade. He does not fly with
his wings – he teleports short distances. If provoked, it will quick-draw its
blade and cut down the fool. If approached humbly and respectfully, it can be
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talked to, however.

The kijo killed its mate two weeks ago. Umisachihiko knows this. If asked
about its dead mate, the tengu will say that it has found a solution to that
problem at last. (And with that he means the child he kidnapped, as the child
will turn into a young tengu soon enough.)

If the party suggests revenge, the tengu might be used against one of the two
kitsune brothers. It will not go against the four kijo, however. The party will
have to propose a way of tricking one of the kitsune, such that the tengu can
launch a surprise attack and cut it down.

One example might be the arrangement of fake truce talks between the two
brothers with a meeting by the last bridge, luring one of the brothers there, with
the tengu hidding below the bridge, ready to launch a devastating attack.

HP 6d8+18, special initiative +10, AC 20, Atk katana +11 (1d10+3), or bite
+4 (2d6+1). CR 6.

Since the two brothers make two interesting long-term NPCs, make sure that
they escape – hurt and eager for revenge, but strong enough to hide in the huge
forest down by the Kako river.

The Child

Further up, KAWA Ayane is playing by herself amongst the rocks. She seems
to be doing well and is carrying a little bokken (wooden sword) on its back. If
the Tengu has not been confronted, yet, it will be up there with the child,
playing with it, training it.

At the GM’s discretion and if the party has tarried too long, the child is already
on its way to being converted to a Tengu and is unwilling to return to its
parents, prefering to live a life of freedom and swordsmanship up in the
mountains. If the Tengu is no longer alive, this may persuade the child to return
anyway. Full recovery will take a lot of spiritual cleansing and meditation at the
Kawa No Kami shrine back in Nikko.

Hooks for Future Sessions:

Further searching reveals a message from YAMAKAGE Motohisa to a
certain MORIOKA Masamune. It seems to be written in some kind of
code. (TWIST: A successful examination (Know+WILL vs. 20) will
reveal that the message is probably related to some sort of conspiracy
involving the recipient, who seems to be a former student of
MORIOKA’s.)
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